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Dear Mr. Winborne: 

Subject: IRS' Examination Selection System 
For Exempt Organizations' Unrelated Business 4 

Income (GAO/GGD-85-64) 

We analyzed IRS' current examination selection system for 
tax-exempt organizations earning unrelated business income (UBI) 
as part of our overall effort to review IRS' tax return selec- 
tion and examination process. Our analysis showed that although 
IRS assessed over $41 million in additional tax and penalty upon 
UBI examinations in fiscal years 1981 through 1983, a substan- 
tial number of UBI examinations resulted in little or no addi- 
tional tax revenue. We also observed that IRS does not have 
sufficient information on UBI tax noncompliance to fully under- 
stand the nature and magnitude of UBI noncompliance and develop 
profiles of high noncompliant tax-exempt organizations engaging 
in UBI activity. Without such information, IRS' current 
selection system cannot routinely focus on high noncompliant 
tax-exempt UBI organizations. These are organizations which 
regularly do not properly report UBI earnings or pay UBI tax 
due. 

Because IRS data shows increasing UBI activity, high esti- 
mates of tax loss due to UBI nonreporting, and low yield from 
most of IRS' current UBI examinations, IRS may want to focus 
more on UBI organizations with a high potential for being non- 
compliant in addition to assuring that exempt organizations are 
operating in accordance with their exempt purposes. As a start, 
IRS could initiate efforts to begin developing, collecting, and 
analyzing information on UBI tax noncompliance. This informa- 
tion would give IRS an indication of the extent of UBI noncom- 
pliance and the perspective needed to develop a process for 
identifying and examining high noncompliant UBI organizations. 
More targeting of high noncompliant UBI organizations could aid 
in generating more revenue, increasing compliance, and result in 
more effective use of resources. 
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BACKGROUND 

IRS' responsibility in the tax-exempt area includes recog- 
nizing tax-exempt status, monitoring tax-exempt organizations 
for compliance with IRS' rules and regulations, and assessing 
taxes on exempt organizations' UBI activities. In general, a 
tax-exempt organization must pay tax on income generated by ac- 
tivities regularly carried on and which are not substantially 
related to the organizations' purpose for exemption. As part of 
IRS' overall responsibility for the tax-exempt area, it must en- 
sure, through the examination process, that organizations earn- 
ing gross UBI of $1,000 or more properly report earnings and pay 
any UBI tax due. 

In fulfilling this responsibility, IRS should strive for 
the best possible UBI examination selection system, one that 
minimizes the use of scarce examination resources yet maximizes 
tax revenues. Under IRS' current system, UBI examinations are 
primarily an adjunct to a routine examination for overall tax- 
exempt law compliance. This system does not specifically focus 
on the identification of organizations most in need of UBI 
examination. 

IRS statistics show that the number of tax-exempt organi- 
zations reporting UBI activities increased from 11,000 in calen- 
dar year 1976 to over 23,000 in 1983. As a result of growing 
federal deficits and reduced government spending for social ser- 
vices, tax-exempt organizations are being asked to assume a 
greater share in the funding of those services. Therefore, it 
is likely that in seeking sources of funds, tax-exempt organiza- 
tions will continue to increase their UBI activity. In addition 
to this likelihood, IRS' latest tax-exempt Taxpayer Compliance 
Measurement Program (TCMP) estimates lost unreported UBI tax 
revenue in excess of $15 million annually. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this assignment was to determine the 
effectiveness with which IRS identifies tax-exempt organizations 
for UBI examination. We performed detailed work at IRS head- 
quarters and the Brooklyn, New York, district office, a key dis- 
trict in the Korth-Atlantic Region for tax-exempt organiza- 
tions. Also, we contacted officials in IRS' North-Atlantic, 
Mid-Atlantic, Central, Western, and Southwest regions for 
information on UBI examination initiatives conducted. 
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To achieve our objective, we reviewed the overall results 
of 8,850 UBI examinations for fiscal years 1981 through 1983. 
We also made a detailed analysis of these examinations for 
fiscal years 1982 and 1983, using IRS' Exempt Organization Ac- 
complishment Master File. We analyzed infbrmation on examina- 
tion time expended, tax adjustments, other changes as a result 
of examinations, and the range of tax assessed. We also attemp- 
ted to develop profiles of highly potential UBI organizations, 
but we curtailed our efforts because of difficulties encountered 
in obtaining completed examination cases and because of IRS' 
interest in performing such a project. 

I 
We also reviewed IRS' annual UBI examination goals and 

objectives, national and regional office reports, and correspon- P 
dence concerning tax compliance to determine whether UBI exami- 
nation initiatives were implemented. In addition, we discussed 
examination objectives, UBI tax compliance issues, and the ap- 
propriateness of a more focused UBI selection system with IRS' 
national, regional, and district office officials. p 

9 
Our work was performed from November 1983 through November 

1984 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. 

MANY IRS UBI EXAMINATIONS RESULT 
IN LITTLE OR NO TAX 

We analyzed IRS data on 8,850 UBI tax returns that were 
examined by IRS in fiscal years 1981 through 1983. Our analysis 
showed that 4,955 of these returns, or 56 percent, yielded no 
additional recommended tax: 3,642, or 41 percent, yielded $4.2 
million of the $41.7 million of additional recommended tax dur- 
ing that period; and 253, or 3 percent, yielded almost 90 per- 
cent, or $37.5 million of the $41.7 million. 

The following table presents the overall results of our 
analysis of the 253 large yield examinations1 in relation to 
the 8,850 returns reviewed. It shows that less than 10 percent 
of UBI examination staff hours exf=ended resulted in most of the 
additional tax assessed. 

'IRS examinations resulting in additional recommended tax of 
$10,000 or more. 
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AJl Exempt Organiratione* 
LIB1 Exaalnatlone 

Additional 
FISCd I Number of ret-ended stsf f 

year- ____ returns tsx hourm 

Giiilonsl- 
1981 2,832 $16.0 50.820 

L982 3,105 15.0 52,219 

1983 &S 10.7 45,242 

A Total 8,850 $41.7 148.284 

Large Yield Exempt Orgsnlaatlonm’ 
UBI Cxemlnatlons 

Percent of all 
hhnber of return= each 

rtturnm f i~cal year 

76 2.7 

91 2.9 

86 3.0 - 

253 2.9 

Addltlonal Percent of total Percent of tote1 
ccc-ndcd rdditlonal racorrended staff staff hour8 each 

tax tax each fiscal year hour flecal year 

$14.6 92.5 4.459 0.0 

13.4 89.3 4.072 7.8 

9.3 86.9 4,927 10.9 -- 

$37.5 89.9 13,45a 9.1 

-- .,- _... - _ ” --~ 7.. _. ,,--_- _ - -.-=i-.. -. _I-_” .- . ..-. -- .- ‘Yz-- cr- .I _. _. -’ _. _ _‘;_ I _. _ - ,~. _-- ,, ,.. .- --. . 
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If IRS could have identified and examined those UBI returns 
having the most potential for noncompliance, it may have been 
possible to obtain similar amounts or more revenue with less 
examinations. 

/ 

We recognize that the primary focus of the Employee Plans 
and Exempt Operations Division is to assure that tax-exempt 1 
organizations comply with all the tax-exempt provisions of the 
Internal Revenue Code, and not only those provisions which 
relate to UBI tax revenue. However, in light of the increasing 
rJB1 activity and the results of current examination efforts, IRS 
may want to modify its selection system and consider developing 1 
a more targeted approach for selecting highly potential UBI re- 
turns. A more targeted approach may also require fewer staff to 
ensure maximum UBI compliance and possibly permit greater 
examination coverage to meet overall tax-exempt examination 
objectives. I 

The concept of targeting high noncompliant UBI organiza- 5 
tions is not new to IRS. Special emphasis on UBI examinations 
has been periodically recommended within IRS. In commenting on 
tax-exempt examination plans for fiscal years 1981 through 1985, 
six of the seven regional offices have at one time or another 
recommended a special emphasis for UBI issues. One region, for 
each of the years, has suggested that additional resources be 
applied to two tax-exempt organization categories due to their 
high potential for UBI revenue. Another region suggested for 
the 1982 plan that UBI examinations be handled as a separate 
program "rather than solely as an adjunct to the examination of 
a tax-exempt organization's informational return." During IRS' 
most recent effort in fiscal years 1983 and 1984, one region did 
some targeting of social clubs for UBI issues; of the 500 
organizations identified, 136 did not file rJBI returns and owed 
approximately $75,000 in taxes, and 27 did file but owed $55,000 
in additional taxes. 

I 

We recognize that some targeting of high noncompliant 
returns can be achieved on the basis of available localized 
information and experience in the area. But to fully realize 
the benefits of targeting, IRS will need to identify, collect, 
and analyze UBI data on a systemwide basis. This broad-based 
information could provide IRS with better insight into the 
overall magnitude of rJB1 noncompliance and the nature of 
tax-exempt activities causing this noncompliance. 
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INFORMATION NEEDED ON 
UBI TAX NONCOMPLIANCE 

Much of IRS' current UBI examination information is catego- 
rized primarily in terms of whether a “change or no change" was 
made to the return as a result of examinatiion. A change can re- 
present an adjustment to the reported tax liability or to other 
reporting requirements having no tax consequences, such as fil- 
ing an incomplete return. While this information may be useful 
for other purposes, it does not facilitate identifying and pro- 
filing highly noncompliant UBI organizations. 

TO adequately identify and profile noncompliant UBI organi- 
zations, IRS could systematically collect and analyze UBI tax 
information in such a manner as to provide insight into (1) the 
extent of tax noncompliance as a proportion of overall activity; 
(2) whether the tax noncompliance results from overstating 
expenses, underreporting income, or nonreporting income; and (3) 
the characteristics of organizations and business activities 
g~enerat.ing UBI. This information could be very'helpful in iden- 
tifying cases with the most potential for UBI examination by 
indicating the nature of the noncompliance problem and the types 
of activities that are prone to noncompliance. 

IRS is starting to collect information on UBI activities. 
The current tax-exempt TCMP, for example, collected UBI data for 
various tax-exempt organization categories by tax voluntarily 
reported, tax assessed upon examination, and the activity gener- 
ating the UBI. This TCMP also shows variances in compliance 
levels among certain categories of tax-exempt organizations. 
For example, the rate of compliance for UBI tax measured in 
dollars for social welfare organizations is estimated at 75 per- 
cent, while the rate for charitable and educational organiza- 
tions is estimated at 42 percent and 39 percent for business 
leagues. This type of information is helpful because it high- 
lights certain tax-exempt organization categories with low UBI 
tax compliance levels. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These efforts to collect and analyze UBI information on 
various categories of tax-exempt organizations are a start 
toward better understanding the magnitude of UBI tax noncompli- 
ance and developing a strategy to identify and target the most 
noncompliant organizations. However, due to increasing UBI 
activity and the results of current examination efforts, a 
greater understanding of UBI tax noncompliance is needed to 
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develop a more targeted Selection system. Such an understanding 
could help IRS to better identify the major areas of noncompli- 
ance, develop profiles of noncompliant UBI organizations, and 
establish criteria for selecting UBI returns in most need of 
examination. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ASSISTANT 
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

We recommend that the Assistant Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue for Employee Plans and Exempt Organizations further 
analyze existing data on UBI tax examinations to gain increased 
insight into the nature and magnitude of UBI noncompliance. 
Further, to more completely understand UEI tax noncompliance and 
to better focus on high noncompliant organizations, we also 
recommend that information on all types of UBI organizations and 
specific UBI activities be developed, collected, and analyzed. 

We discussed these matters with officials in the Employee 
Plans and Exempt Operations Division and provided them with a 
draft of this report for review and comment. We incorporated 
their comments in this report. These officials agreed that more 
could be done to improve the selection and examination of UP1 
returns. They recognized the possible benefits of developing a 
UBI examination and selection system which could focus on orga- 
nizations with high potential for being noncompliant and believe 
such a system could be cost effective. They advised us that 
they would be working toward the development of information to 
facilitate such a selection system. The officials advised us 
that a future TCMP is being considered to develop more refined 
selection procedures for UEI examinations and to collect speci- 
fic information on all UBI activities and aspects of noncompli- 
ance. If this TCMP is implemented, its results would be avail- 
able in 1988 or later. Once this information is collected and 
analyzed, IRS wmould be in a better position to fully implement a 
selection system to focus on UBI organizations with a high 
potential for noncompliance. 

We would appreciate being informed when any future 
initiatives are undertaken to provide detailed information on 
UBI noncompliance as well as any effcrts to develop a selection 
and examination system to identify and target highly 
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noncompliant tax-exempt organizations engaging in UBI activity. 
We appreciate the courtesy and cooperation extended to us by 
your headquarters, regional, and dist-rict staff. 

.Sincerely.yours, 

/ (_iJohnn # C. Finch 
Senior Associate Director 
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